Motorcoach Marshmallow Toss Game

Have your group catch as many marshmallows in their mouths before the time runs out! The
team with the most caught marshmallows wins!
This game works well with youth groups from elementary to middle school, or any group that
is young at heart. It can be played on a motorcoach or wherever.
Preparation:
-Bags of large-sized marshmallows
-People to volunteer as marshmallow counters
-Garbage bags to clean up marshmallows after thrown
-A timer with a 30-second countdown
How to play:
1.) Separate everyone into teams of three. If on a motorcoach, have teams sit on the same
aisle. Ask for one volunteer for each team to be the catcher. The catcher should sit in the bus
seat alone, while the other two throwers should sit across.
2.) The object of the game is to toss marshmallows into their team catcher’s mouth. The
catcher needs to catch marshmallows using only his or her mouth (and eat them).
3.) Hand a bag of marshmallows to each team and ask each person to grab three
marshmallows.
4.) When you say “go,” the person closest to the catcher tosses his or her three
marshmallows to their team’s catcher. Then retrieves three more marshmallows. The catcher
cannot go past the edges of his or her seat to catch the marshmallow. You can watch the
clock for 30 seconds and count down the last 10 seconds.
5.) The team whose catcher catches the most marshmallows in his or her mouth wins the
game. Make sure you clean up the marshmallows before everyone leaves the bus to avoid
shoes stepping on the marshmallows.
Variations:
-You could also play the game inside or outside. Your teams could be larger in that case,
with four or five on a team. Use masking tape to designate the lines the catcher and the
throwers have to stay behind.
-You can use smaller marshmallows instead of large marshmallows. The after-game cleanup
may potentially be more difficult though.

